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Abstract: 

Objective.  To determine the relative importance weights of items and grades of a newly 

developed additive outcome measure called the juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA) magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) scoring system for temporomandibular joints (TMJ, JAMRIS-TMJ).  

Methods. An adaptive partial-profile discrete choice experiment (DCE) survey using the 

1000Minds platform was independently completed by members of an expert group consisting of 

radiologists and non-radiologist clinicians to determine the group-averaged relative weights for 

JAMRIS-TMJ. Subsequently, an image-based vignette ranking exercise was done, during which 

experts individually rank-ordered 14 patient vignettes for disease severity while blinded to the 

weights and unrestricted to JAMRIS-TMJ assessment criteria. Validity of the weighted JAMRIS-

TMJ was tested by comparing the consensus-graded, DCE-weighted JAMRIS-TMJ score of the 

vignettes with their unrestricted image-based ranks provided by the experts.  

Results. Nineteen experts completed the DCE survey and 21 completed the vignette ranking 

exercise. Synovial thickening and joint enhancement showed higher weights per raw score 

compared to bone marrow items and effusion in the inflammatory domain, while erosions and 

condylar flattening showed non-linear and higher weights compared to disk abnormalities in the 

damage domain. The weighted JAMRIS-TMJ score of the vignettes correlated highly with the 

ranks from the unrestricted comparison method, with median Spearman’s rho of 0.92 (intra-

quartile range: 0.87-0.95) for the inflammation and 0.93 (0.90-0.94) for the damage domain. 

Conclusions. A DCE survey was used to quantify the importance weights of the items and 

grades of the JAMRIS-TMJ. The weighted score showed high convergent validity with an 

unrestricted, holistic vignette ranking method.  
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Significance and Innovation: 

 

- A discrete choice experiment was used to develop a weighting scheme for the items and 

grades of a newly developed MRI scoring system for assessing the inflammation and damage 

in the temporomandibular joints of children with juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JAMRIS-

TMJ). 

- In the inflammatory domain of the scoring system, the importance weights for joint 

enhancement (34% of domain score) and synovial thickening (31%) were higher than the 

bone marrow items (9% and 10%) and effusion (16%).  

- In the damage domain, erosions and condylar flattening were both weighted higher compared 

to disk abnormalities (38% and 49% vs 13%). 

- The weighted JAMRIS-TMJ score showed high convergent validity when compared to an 

unrestricted image-based method of ranking vignettes (median Spearman’s rho of 0.92 and 

0.93 for the two domains). 

 

Keywords: Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Juvenile Idiopathic Arthritis, Discrete Choice 

Experiment, Outcome Measure, Temporomandibular Joints 
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Introduction  

Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA) is the most common form of chronic arthritis in children and 

youth, with a prevalence of 1 in 1,000 children worldwide (1). In large consecutive series of JIA 

patients, approximately 40% have been found to develop some degree of inflammation and 

structural changes in the temporomandibular joint (TMJ) (2–4). While TMJ arthritis can be 

asymptomatic (5), it was recently reported that orofacial pain and functional disability are 

common and seem to persist over time in most patients, negatively impacting oral health-related 

quality of life (6). Early detection of TMJ arthritis may facilitate intervention to prevent joint 

damage and dysfunction.   

TMJ arthritis cannot be assessed comprehensively by physical examination, ultrasound, 

conventional radiographs, or computed tomography imaging (7–13). Contrast-enhanced 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) remains the best available diagnostic tool as it allows for 

visualization of both soft tissue and osteochondral changes in the TMJ. Since many early 

changes are subtle, the evaluation of TMJ MRI remains subjective and necessitates a 

standardized and feasible outcome measure. To this end, the Juvenile Idiopathic Arthritis MRI 

(JAMRI) working group within the Outcome Measures in Rheumatology (OMERACT) research 

network has recently developed the JAMRI scoring system for TMJ (JAMRIS-TMJ) (14).  

The JAMRIS-TMJ is constructed as a multi-item, additive outcome measure with each joint 

graded by inflammatory and damage domains. Once the scoring items and feasible grading 

criteria are defined, the relative importance weights of the items and their grades must be 

determined and validated for deriving composite domain scores. For example, studies have 

identified that mild levels of effusion and synovial enhancement are not specific to TMJ arthritis 

(15–17), emphasizing that MRI-observable features and their levels have different and context-
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specific importance when interpreting the MRI of TMJs. A discrete choice experiment (DCE) is 

helpful in this regard, offering a formalized and quantitative approach for eliciting the opinions 

of an expert panel in defining the relative importance weights of items in this type of measure 

(18–21). For a brief background on DCE, refer to Supplementary file 1. 

In this study, we determined the relative importance weights of item and grades of the JAMRIS-

TMJ using a DCE survey (22). The resulting weighting scheme enables the calculation of 

percentagewise inflammation and damage domain scores using the JAMRIS-TMJ method of 

MRI evaluation. To test the validity of the elicited weights, we conducted a vignette ranking 

exercise. The weighted JAMRIS-TMJ score ranking approach was tested against a holistic, 

image-to-image comparison approach as the reference standard, since the latter method allows 

greater differentiation and does not entail the reductionistic assumptions of the DCE process nor 

the restrictions inherent in the JAMRIS-TMJ grading criteria. The specific aims of the study 

were: (1) to determine the relative importance weights of the items and grades in the JAMRIS-

TMJ using an adaptive DCE method within a multicenter, multi-specialty group of experts; (2) to 

assess the validity of the DCE-derived importance weights using an image vignette-based 

exercise, by testing the correlation of the JAMRIS-TMJ weighted vignette score with the 

vignette rank given through a scoring system-independent method. 

 

Methods  

This study was approved by the Research Ethics Board (REB) of The Hospital for Sick Children 

(Toronto, Canada, study reference 1000042164). Information letters were provided to the 

participants before each activity to explain the study and that their voluntary completion and 
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submission of the study surveys constituted their implied consent to participate in the study. 

Considering the practical limitations, and that the imaging exams used for creating the vignettes 

were anonymized and retrospective in nature, written consent requirement was waived by the 

REB. The study was conducted in two phases, the first being the DCE survey to develop the 

relative importance weights, and the second the vignette ranking exercise which tested the face 

and convergent validity (23) of the DCE weighted scoring system. Figure 1 summarizes the 

methods in a flowchart. 

Discrete Choice Experiment Survey 

An adaptive, partial-profile DCE survey administered through the 1000Minds software (22) was 

completed independently and anonymously by a multidisciplinary group of experts. Radiologists 

and other clinicians were invited if they routinely assess TMJ MRI in JIA patients. Each expert 

participant completed separate DCE surveys for the inflammatory and damage domains. All 

discrete choice questions asked the expert to compare two hypothetical sets of findings with 

different, non-dominating grades in the same two JAMRIS-TMJ domain items, and choose 

which scenario represented “more severe disease, assuming all else being equal”, or rate them as 

equal (Supplementary file 2). The relative weights were derived by the 1000Minds software 

utilizing the PAPRIKA (Potentially All Pairwise Rankings of all possible Alternatives) method 

(22). A complete set of item and grade importance weights was obtained for each DCE survey 

participant. The individual sets of weights were averaged over the entire group of experts to 

serve as the relative weights for the scoring system for testing. The weights were kept hidden 

until after the ranking exercise. 
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Vignette Ranking Exercise 

Convergent validity of the weighted JAMRIS-TMJ was tested through a vignette ranking 

exercise conducted by a multidisciplinary group of radiologists and other non-radiologist 

clinicians within the JAMRI research network. Fourteen vignettes representing single TMJs from 

JIA patients were constructed from representative slices from each of the six imaging sequences 

from a TMJ MRI protocol for JIA utilizing dedicated surface coils (Supplementary file 4). The 

six images consisted of three pre-contrast sequences (fat suppressed sagittal oblique T2, sagittal 

oblique proton density-weighted, and coronal T1-weighted) and three gadolinium-enhanced T1-

weighted fat suppressed sequences in three planes (axial, sagittal oblique, and coronal). 

Participants independently ranked these vignettes in increasing order of severity of inflammation 

and osteochondral damage, allowing for tied ranks. Item-wise grades of the 14 vignettes 

achieved by consensus of two radiologists were provided for a subgroup of clinician participants 

who do not regularly interpret TMJ MRI exams themselves, hence they ranked graded images. 

To simulate a pragmatic and holistic method of vignette-to-vignette comparison that is 

independent of any scoring method, all participants were instructed not to base their ranking on 

any summation of scores, allowing for the possibility that more important items or certain 

combinations of item-grades can disproportionally influence the disease severity ranking.  

The item-wise JAMRIS-TMJ raw scores for each of the 14 vignettes were decided by consensus 

during a face-to-face and video conference meeting among a subgroup of participants (n=11) 

who regularly interpret TMJ MRI examinations. Weighted JAMRIS-TMJ scores for the 14 

vignettes were produced using these consensus grades and the importance weights derived from 

the DCE. The weighted JAMRIS-TMJ score was then correlated with the ranking provided by 

each of the participating experts. This correlation tested the combined impact of several factors 
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related to the face and content validity of weighted JAMRIS-TMJ, including the items, grades, 

and their relative weights; the joint factor independence (21), transitivity and other assumptions 

of the adaptive partial-profile DCE method used to derive the weights (22); as well as the 

discriminative capacity and feasibility of the grading criteria. 

Sample Size Considerations 

The adaptive DCE method from 1000Minds which we used for generating the weights provides a 

complete set of weights for each item and grade level of the scoring system for every participant 

(for details, see supplementary file 1 and 3) (22). Therefore, the sample size requirement for the 

number of participants was not based on quantitative simulations for model convergence, but 

instead, on achieving a comprehensive and saturated opinion base that is representative of the 

level of heterogeneity among clinicians from multiple centers and specialties. Convenience 

sampling from an international research interest group was used to enroll experts from multiple 

specialties for the two study exercises. The number of vignettes used for the ranking was also 

subjectively determined to provide a balance between representing the common item 

combinations across the spectrum of two disease domains and reducing respondent error. 

Statistical Analysis 

In the DCE survey, homogeneity of the relative weights within the expert group was assessed in 

two ways. First, the representativeness of the group-averaged set of relative weights was tested 

by calculating the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients (rho) between rankings of all 

potential item combinations produced by group-averaged weights and each of the participants’ 

weights (22). Second, the agreement of the relative weights among the participants was assessed 

by calculating the intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC, two-way random, single measure, 
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absolute agreement type). In the vignette ranking exercise, agreement in the vignette rankings 

among the participants was assessed visually per vignette by scatterplots, and quantitatively by 

calculating the ICC of ranks given to each of the 14 vignettes. Spearman’s rho was used for 

correlating the image-based ranking with the weighted JAMRIS-TMJ score. For both correlation 

coefficients, values ≤0.4 were defined as poor correlation, 0.41–0.60 as moderate, 0.61–0.80 as 

substantial, and >0.81 as high correlation. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 

version 23 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY). For further details regarding the DCE survey and the 

statistical tests used, refer to supplementary file 3.  

 

Results 

Nineteen experts completed the DCE survey in total, including 11 pediatric or maxillofacial 

radiologists, seven pediatric rheumatologists, six of whom self-identifying as not regularly 

interpreting TMJ MRI themselves, and one orthodontist, yielding 19 sets of item and grade 

weights. Approximately 20-25 discrete choice questions (Supplementary file 2) were required to 

obtain a full set of relative importance weights for the two domains of the scoring system for 

each participant (Figures 2 and 3): the five-item inflammatory domain required between 14-18 

questions, and the three-item damage question required between 5-7. The number of questions 

varied between the participants due to the differences in opinion and the order in which the 

questions are presented (for more details, refer to supplementary files 1 and 3). Quantitative 

indices of the group’s homogeneity on these weights were sufficiently high: the ranking of all 

possible combinations of items that is produced from each expert’s weights correlated highly 

with the rank produced by the group-averaged weights, with median Spearman’s rho=0.96 for 

the inflammation domain (interquartile range, or IQR:0.93-0.96), and 0.97 for the damage 
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domain (IQR:0.95-0.99); group-wide 19-rater agreement on these 8 and 5 non-zero weights for 

the two domains were substantial, at 0.71 for the inflammatory domain weights, and 0.77 for the 

damage domain. Therefore, the average of the 19 sets of weights from the experts were deemed 

representative to be used as the JAMRIS-TMJ weights (Table 1), which were kept hidden prior 

to the vignette ranking exercise. 

Twenty-one experts consisting of 11 pediatric or maxillofacial radiologists, seven pediatric 

rheumatologists, two oral and maxillofacial surgeons, and one orthodontist (13 overlapping with 

the experts who participated in the DCE) completed the vignette ranking exercise. Overall, the 

ranks given to the 14 vignettes correlated substantially among the 21 participants, with the ICC 

of the inflammatory domain vignette ranking at 0.85, and the damage domain ranking at 0.91.   

The group-averaged relative weights from the DCE survey revealed several differences between 

the items of the JAMRIS-TMJ and their grade levels (Table 1). Highest grade joint enhancement 

showed a 34% relative weight for assessment of inflammation, compared to the highest-grade 

joint effusion (16%) and bone marrow enhancement (10%). Condylar flattening and erosions 

showed non-linear changes between grade levels, with the second grade-level being weighted 

higher per score than the first. Differences between the radiologists and non-radiologist 

clinicians on the relative weights were not statistically different when adjusted for multiple 

testing. The participants agreed that the group-averaged set of importance weights seem to be an 

appropriate representation of the group’s opinion for use in subsequent construct validity studies, 

and justifiable considering the current understanding of TMJ arthritis, and the sensitivity and 

specificity of observable items in contrast enhanced MRI. Nevertheless, in examining the range 

of potential item combinations for the two domains – up to 108 and 18 for the inflammatory and 

damage domain, respectively – it was identified that three out of four potential item-grade 
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combinations between weighted scores of 52% to 78% may be quite rare or impossible to obtain: 

grade 2 flattening and grade 1 erosions (59%), grade 1 flattening and grade 2 erosions (66%), 

both with no disk abnormalities, and grade 2 erosions with disk abnormalities but no flattening 

(62%).  

The consensus DCE weighted JAMRIS-TMJ score for the 14 vignettes correlated very highly 

with the 21 sets of vignette ranks generated from the image-based ranking exercise, with median 

Spearman’s rho of 0.92 (IQR:0.87-0.95) for the inflammatory domain, and 0.93 (IQR:0.90-0.94) 

for the damage domain (Figure 4). Vignettes which received weighted scores placing midway in 

disease severity spectrum showed more variability in the image-based ranking than those with 

weighted scores near the two extremes (Supplementary file 4). No significant subgroup 

differences were observed between the participants who performed the image-only ranking 

(those who self-identified as reading TMJ MRI regularly, n=15) versus those who performed the 

graded image ranking (those who do not usually interpret TMJ MRI themselves, n=6).  

The full-profile comparison of the patient vignettes was not restricted in terms of the items and 

grading cut-offs of the scoring system, allowing higher levels of differentiation between disease 

stages, and therefore a greater potential for disagreement in vignette ranks between the two 

methods. During the post-exercise discussions, it was identified that there were subtle but 

appreciable differences in the image-based ranking of the vignettes which were not differentiated 

by change in the JAMRIS-TMJ score. These scenarios could be described as “high” grade 1 vs 

“low” grade 1 within the confines of the grading threshold. In vignettes with unreliable, 

borderline grading (e.g., considering a feature as “high grade 1” or “low grade 2”), or joints in 

which not knowing the patient age or the inability to compare with the contralateral TMJ 
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challenged the interpretation of certain potentially patient-specific findings, such as condylar 

flattening and bone marrow changes.  

 

Discussion 

In this study, we used an adaptive partial-profile discrete choice experiment (DCE) method to 

formalize the assignment of quantitative importance weights to the items and grades of the 

juvenile idiopathic arthritis MRI scoring system for temporomandibular joints (JAMRIS-TMJ). 

Synovial thickening and joint enhancement items were considered by the expert panel on 

average twice as important per raw score compared to the other three inflammatory domain items 

(Figure 2 and Table 1). This finding underlines the diagnostic importance for contrast 

administration for assessment of TMJs, although it has become more restricted in clinical 

practice due to potential concerns with cumulative deposition of Gadolinium in the body (24,25). 

In the damage domain, erosions were weighted the most important, followed by condylar 

flattening, both with non-linear per score weights, then disk abnormalities (Figure 3 and Table 

1). The non-linear increase in weights of grades for these damage domain items better represents 

the ordinal scaling of the grading definitions for these items compared to unweighted scoring. In 

general, the weighting scheme represents the features of both the progressive and additive TMJ 

MRI scoring systems that the JAMRIS-TMJ was derived from (26–28), emphasizing the 

diagnostic features with higher specificity for active inflammation, while still allowing for 

further differentiation by ancillary items.    

The JAMRIS-TMJ grading method focuses on measuring the items as independently as possible. 

Synovial thickening is measured only on fluid sensitive sequences as presenting with 
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intermediate signal intensity on MRI, pockets of fluid need to be considered in grading joint 

enhancement to distinguish them from enhanced synovium, and the bone marrow edema signal is 

considered only on pre-contrast images (14). To the extent that the items can be measured 

independently, and that the various combinations of these items are realistic and informative, it 

should be useful to add these items to produce composite domain scores. For example, a region 

of synovium that does not enhance after contrast may suggest residual pannus from prior disease 

that is not currently inflamed, differentiating it from active disease. However, practical issues 

still can cause correlation or restriction of grades between items. When there is severe structural 

damage in the joint, some soft tissue components, such as inactive pannus, become difficult to 

identify and grade. Disease may also be overestimated when a given finding cannot be reliably 

attributed to a specific item: differentiation of soft tissue components is difficult if not impossible 

to assess using only post-contrast images, and comparing post-contrast with corresponding pre-

contrast images may not always be helpful. Grading of these changes may be improved with the 

utilization of measurement aids for different stages of joint inflammation and degeneration such 

as by using an imaging atlas (29).  

Non-linearity in the change in weighted JAMRIS-TMJ score between adjacently ranked 

vignettes (see Supplementary file 5) likely resulted from the limited vignette selection. However, 

it may also suggest that some theoretical combination of item scores in these intervals are too 

rare or transient to be captured. A cross-sectional study using the scoring system on a large 

consecutive series of patients would be helpful to study the true prevalence in these intervals of 

the scoring spectrum.  

The chief limitation of this study was that the number of vignettes which could be rank-ordered 

was relatively low, precluding a more complex study design that could directly quantify the 
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advantage of weighted scores over unweighted scores when correlating to the holistic, image-

based rank. To achieve this, it would be necessary to select the vignettes such that the difference 

between the raw score and the weighted scores is maximized, allowing for a more efficient 

differentiation between the two correlations. Increasing the number of vignettes to serve this 

purpose would also be challenging, since it would increase the cognitive burden of ranking, 

potentially leading the participants to use simplifying heuristics in their comparison of vignettes 

and hence skewing the way they applied the relative weights. Instead, the vignettes were selected 

to better represent the various common presentations across the entirety of the scoring spectrum 

in both domains, thus capturing more of the nuances in item combinations. 

 

Conclusions 

The DCE survey facilitated the development of relative importance weights of items and grades 

in the JAMRIS-TMJ, which showed high convergent validity with a holistic, scoring system-

independent method of image assessment when applied to rank a series of TMJ MRI vignettes. 

The relative weights derived from the DCE revealed differences between the items as well as 

between the different grades of items, which would not be captured by the number of grades 

allotted to the items. The weighting scheme is therefore crucial for scaling the JAMRIS-TMJ 

inflammatory and damage domain scores in accordance with the perceived differences in the 

items and their grade levels, enabling their application as standardized outcome measures in 

clinical practice and research including clinical trials in JIA. Our methodology combining 

adaptive DCE with validation by subsequent holistic vignette ranking exercise could be applied 

to relative weighting of components of other imaging-based grading systems. 
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Table 1: Discrete choice experiment-derived relative importance weights for the items and levels of the JAMRIS-TMJ.  

 

  A) Inflammatory Domain  

  
Bone Marrow 

Edema 
% 

Bone Marrow 

Enhancement 
% Effusion % Joint Enhancement % Synovial Thickening % 

G
ra

d
in

g
 L

ev
el

 

0 Absent 0 Absent 0 
Normal: ≤1mm in the 

largest joint recess 
0 

Normal: No exceeding 

joint enhancement 
0 

Normal: no synovium 

visible 
0 

1 Present 9 Present 10 
Mild: >1 and ≤2mm in 

the largest joint recess 
8 

Mild: localized 

exceeding joint 

enhancement 

17 

Mild: ≤2mm thickness 

at the point of 

maximum synovial 

thickening 

15 

2      

Moderate/Severe: 

>2mm focally and/or 

extension to entire joint  

16 

Moderate/Severe: 

exceeding joint 

enhancement diffusely 

involving the joint 

34 
Moderate/Severe: 

>2mm 
31 

 

  B) Damage Domain  

  Condylar Flattening % Erosions % Disk Abnormalities % 

G
ra

d
in

g
 L

ev
el

 

0 Normal round/ovoid shape 0 No irregularities or deep breaks 0 Absent 0 

1 
Mild: Extent of flattening involves 

part of the surface of the condyle 
17 

Mild: Presence of irregularities involving only 

part of the articular surface of the condyle 
21 Present 13 

2 

Moderate/Severe: Extent of 

flattening involves the entire surface 

of the condyle, or loss of height in 

the condyle 

38 

Moderate/Severe: Presence of deep breaks in the 

subchondral bone seen in two planes, or 

irregularities involving the entire articular 

surface of the condyle 

49   

 

Legend: After an image has been graded, the total score for each domain is calculated by adding the percentage weight of each given grade for all 

items to yield a scaled percentage disease severity score ranging from 0-100% for each domain separately. Weights presented in this table are the 

group-averaged weights from Figures 2 and 3.   
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Figures and Legends: 

Figure 1: Flowchart summary outlining the 

progression of the study tasks in chronological 

order from top to bottom. First, an adaptive 

partial profile DCE survey was completed 

individually by a group of experts (n=19) to 

determine the importance weights of the items 

and grades of JAMRIS-TMJ. Second, blinded to 

the DCE-derived weights, an image-based 

vignette ranking exercise was completed 

individually by experts (n=21), producing 21 

sets of both the inflammatory disease and 

osteochondral damage severity rankings for a 

set of 14 patient vignettes, based on full-profile, 

scoring system-independent method of 

comparison. Then, the item-wise JAMRIS-TMJ 

grades for the vignettes were agreed upon by 

consensus of experts (n=11), and the DCE-derived weights were applied to obtain the consensus 

weighted score for the vignettes for the two domains. Finally, the resulting vignette rankings 

from the two methods were correlated to test for convergent validity of the weighted JAMRIS-

TMJ. Abbreviations: DCE, discrete choice experiment; JAMRIS-TMJ, Juvenile Idiopathic 

Arthritis Magnetic Resonance Imaging Scoring System for temporomandibular joints; Fig., 

figure in manuscript; Suppl., supplementary file available online.  
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Figure 2: Scatterplot of the item and grade relative weights obtained from the discrete choice 

experiment survey for the JAMRIS-TMJ inflammatory domain. Relative importance weights 

from each of the participants are plotted, with lines indicating the average weight for radiologists 

(square marker and solid line, n=11) and non-radiologist clinicians (triangle marker and broken 

line, n=8) for each of the item-grades.  
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Figure 3: Scatterplot of the item and grade relative weights obtained from the discrete choice 

experiment survey for the JAMRIS-TMJ damage domains. Relative importance weights from 

each of the participants are plotted, with lines indicating the average weight for radiologists 

(square marker and solid line, n=11) and non-radiologist clinicians (triangle marker and broken 

line, n=8) for each of the item-grades.  
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Figure 4: Correlation of the vignette ranks produced by the unrestricted, image-based ranking 

method and the weighted JAMRIS-TMJ score. Separate Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients 

(rho) are plotted for each of the participants (n=21 total), comparing their image-based ranking 

of the 14 patient vignettes with one set of consensus-graded, DCE-weighted JAMRIS-TMJ score 

ranks for the vignettes. Horizontal lines represent the median Spearman’s rho for each subgroup 

of participants: one group ranked the vignettes by the images only (cross marker and solid line, 

n=15), whereas the other group consisting of pediatric rheumatologists who do not regularly 

interpret and grade TMJ MRI exams themselves ranked the vignettes by the unweighted, pre-

graded images (circle marker and broken line, n=6). The data which these coefficients derive 

from are visualized as scatterplots in Supplementary file 5. 
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Supplementary Files: 

 

Supplementary file 1: Additional background information on discrete choice experiments as 

related to this study.  

 

A discrete choice experiment (DCE) is characterized by questions that ask the participants to 

compare multiple attributes of a construct conjointly, applying trade-offs between these features 

according to the participant’s opinion on their relative importance weights. DCE techniques are 

frequently used in choice modeling scenarios in economics and marketing, including the 

quantification of the relative importance of attributes in a multi-attribute entity (product, job 

offer, policy, etc.), determining the thresholds for trade-offs between the different attributes, and 

estimating the overall utility or probability of take-up of a multi-attribute entity. The technique is 

also becoming increasingly common in healthcare research where it is used to elicit and quantify 

the opinions of patients and medical experts on prioritizing treatment delivery, determining 

stakeholder preferences (1), and developing disease classification criteria and outcome measures 

(2).  

The choice tasks in DCE may represent each alternative using part or all of its attributes, 

corresponding to partial-profile or full-profile designs, respectively. When the number of 

attributes is high, full-profile comparisons are cognitively more difficult to perform, which may 

lead the participants to give inconsistent responses, or cause them to use or develop simplifying 

heuristics by rating only based on a few important attributes while disregarding the rest. On the 

other hand, partial-profile comparisons rely on the assumption of single- and joint-factor 

independence, which state that the relative ordering of the levels within and between attributes, 

respectively, do not vary depending on the level of an external attribute (3). This assumption 
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may not always hold in the assessment of TMJ MRI. For example, synovial thickening may be 

considered more important than bone marrow changes and joint effusion if the thickened portion 

of synovium also enhances post-contrast, compared to when it does not. Joint effusion and 

synovial enhancement may be considered less important than other items when the condyle is 

severely damaged, as these features can be confounded by the mechanical irritation. Therefore, 

although it is more practical to conduct, the weights derived from a partial-profile DCE method 

should be validated, at least at face value, by comparing with another approach that utilizes full-

profile comparisons.  

A popular option for partial-profile DCE in rheumatology literature is the software developed by 

1000Minds (Wellington, New Zealand) (4). An advantage of the 1000Minds DCE method 

compared to other partial-profile DCE designs is that as the respondent answers each question, 

the software adaptively reduces a large proportion of the potential comparison questions that are 

necessary to determine the full set of relative weights for the scoring system. While non-adaptive 

DCE designs will typically require a large sample of respondents to divide the necessary 

comparison questions, the adaptive 1000Minds method can derive the full set of weights from 

just one respondent, while still keeping the choices easy to compare and number of questions 

manageable. To achieve this efficiency, in addition to the factor independence assumption 

described above, this program also utilizes the transitive conservation of item-grade relationships 

(i.e., if A>B and B>C, then A>C) to implicitly solve a large proportion of the necessary discrete 

choice comparisons based on the participant’s prior response. However, the transitivity 

assumption can further limit the capturing of more nuanced synergistic item relationships in the 

DCE results, depending on whether such a comparison is answered explicitly by the participants, 

or solved implicitly by the software. Furthermore, the adaptive nature of the 1000Minds DCE 
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can inflate the impact of respondent error, such as from misunderstanding the terms, cognitively 

difficult comparisons, respondent fatigue, or simplifying heuristics, since decision on every 

comparison question is formulaically applied to solve and reduce a large number of potentially 

necessary comparisons. Therefore, in this study, we tested the relative weights produced from the 

adaptive partial-profile DCE against a more holistic approach utilizing full-profile vignette-to-

vignette comparison that avoids these reductionistic assumptions. 
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Supplementary file 2: Example of a discrete choice comparison question that the experts 

completed through the 1000Minds survey software. Separate DCE surveys were completed for 

the inflammation and osteochondral damage severities to weigh the JAMRIS-TMJ inflammatory 

and damage domains, respectively. Depending on the randomized question order and the 

participant response, approximately 20-25 questions in total were required from each participant 

to yield a complete set of relative weights for the two domains of JAMRIS-TMJ.  
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Supplementary file 3: Descriptions and rationales for the statistical tests used in this study. 

 

Adaptive DCE survey to determine the importance weights: The 1000Minds DCE platform 

which we used for eliciting and quantifying the opinions of the experts on importance weights is 

based on a technique called Potentially All Pairwise Rankings of all possible Alternatives 

(PAPRIKA). The method has been published and validated (1), and the 1000Minds software has 

been used in various commercial and scientific research settings, including recent studies in 

rheumatology on determining patient and expert preferences (2,3). We chose this method over 

other more traditional DCE designs for its adaptive nature that allows determining a complete set 

of relative weights for every respondent while keeping the discrete choice comparison questions 

relatively few and easy. Although the obtained weight estimates may not be as robust and 

generalizable as compared to other non-adaptive DCE designs with pre-determined set of 

questions administered to large number of experts, the 1000Minds DCE methods enabled us to 

achieve representative quantitative data despite having a limited sample of experts with domain 

expertise on this specialized outcome measurement topic. 

Assessment of the representativeness of the average weight (Spearman’s rho): The DCE survey 

provided a complete set of ratio-level item- and grade-wise importance weight data for each of 

the 19 participants in the DCE exercise. Thus, there were 19 numbers for each grade of every 

item in the two scoring system domains (8 item-grades for the inflammatory, and 5 item-grades 

for the damage domain). The average of the 19 weights yields a 20th set of group-averaged 

weights per each item-grade. How well this averaged set of weights represents the group 

homogeneity is assessed by correlating the ranking of all potential item combinations produced 

by every respondent’s unique set of item-grade weights to the rank produced by the group-
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averaged set of weights. For example, in the inflammatory domain, there are five items with 2 or 

3 levels each, resulting in 108 potential item combinations, or profiles (2x2x3x3x3). These 108 

profiles are ranked from least to greatest score in 20 different orders: 19 orders using each of the 

19 respondents’ personal weights, and a 20th order representing the group-averaged weight. 

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (rho) was used to correlate each of the 19 respondents’ 

rank order to the group-averaged order for each of these 108 item combinations for the 

inflammatory domain. Since there are 19-individual vs 1-averaged comparisons done pairwise, 

there are 19 rho coefficients, presented as median, IQR and min/max. Although this method 

seems indirect and somewhat complicated, it is the default metric calculated by the 1000Minds 

platform for assessing homogeneity since it is consistent with how the PAPRIKA method derives 

the weights: the DCE survey adaptively asks or solves all the necessary questions until the 

respondents’ ranking for all 108 profiles can be determined either explicitly or implicitly. For 

further details, please refer to the primary reference (1).   

Assessment of homogeneity of elicited weights (ICC): The agreement of the 19 sets of 

importance weights from the 19 experts across the 8 inflammatory domain item-grades was 

calculated by the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC), using the single-measure, two-way 

random, absolute agreement definition [ICC(2,1)]. The ICC was used because it is a familiar 

coefficient of agreement for ratio-level data. The ICC(2,1) definition was used because it treats 

the participant identity as random effect, making the result more generalizable to other clinician 

experts. The rho coefficient described above and this ICC are both used to assess opinion 

homogeneity. The rho is used for pairwise correlation of average vs individual preference, 

yielding 19 coefficients per domain, whereas the ICC calculates the 19-participant agreement 

directly, yielding one ICC per domain. We believe both are helpful since the former is directly 
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assess the appropriateness of the average weight (i.e., how far each participant deviates from the 

average), while the latter is a direct quantification of the strength of group-level clustering of the 

importance weights.  

Vignette rank clustering among experts (ICC): The clustering of the ranks given to the 14 

vignettes by the 21 participants in the vignette ranking exercise was tested by the ICC(2,1) 

definition, as with the assessment of the clustering of DCE-derived weights. Dataset was 

organized for calculating 21-participant agreement across the 14 vignette ranks for the 

inflammatory and damage domain separately. 

Vignette ranking correlation (Spearman’s rho): The 14 vignettes can be ordered in two ways. 

First is by simply comparing the images as a whole between vignettes, without restricting the 

interpretation to the grade intervals and item definitions of any specific scoring system. The 21 

participants in the vignette ranking exercises provided 21 sets of these rankings for both the 

inflammation and osteochondral damage assessment (yielding 21 ranks for each of 14 vignettes 

in 2 domains). Second method is by using the weighted JAMRIS-TMJ scoring system, with the 

group-averaged weights derived from the previous DCE. Raw JAMRIS-TMJ score was 

determined for the 14 vignettes by the consensus of 11 radiologists, which was multiplied with 

the weights to produce 0-100% inflammation and damage domain scores for the 14 vignettes 

(one comparator rank for each of 14 vignettes in 2 domains). Spearman’s rank correlation 

coefficient (rho) was used to correlate the rankings from the two sources, i.e., participant 1’s 

imaged based ranks of the 14 vignettes vs the consensus weighted scores (rho1), participant 2’s 

image-based vignette ranks to the same consensus weighted score (rho2), participant 3’s vs 

consensus weighted score (rho3)… etc. for all 21 participants. The spread in the resulting 21 rho 
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coefficients are displayed in Figure 4. The raw sets of data that yield these 21 coefficients are 

visualized in Supplementary File 5 as scatterplots. 
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Supplementary file 4:  Example of a temporomandibular joint MRI vignette ranked by the participants of the vignette ranking exercise. Image-based 

ranking of the vignettes was considered an unrestricted, scoring system-independent method for assessment of construct validity of the score scaling 

produced by the DCE survey. Participants in the graded vignette ranking subgroup referred to the “Radiologist’s Assessment” grades, which are 

based on the JAMRIS-TMJ definitions. Abbreviations: Ax, axial; Cor, coronal; FS, fat suppression sequence; Gd, gadolinium; PD, proton density 

weighted sequence; Sag, sagittal. Red lines and arrows: measurements in mm of the anterior and mid synovium. 

 

 

  



   

 

   

 

Supplementary file 5: Scatterplots of the vignette ranks produced by the holistic, image-based method of 

ranking, ordered by the consensus-graded, weighted JAMRIS-TMJ score of the vignettes for the A) 

inflammatory and B) damage domains. Fifteen experts participated in the image-only ranking (cross marker), 

and 6 in the graded image ranking (circle marker). Each of the 14 vignettes has one x-axis value corresponding 

to its consensus weighted score rank, and 21 y-axis values for the image-based ranks given individually by the 

experts. Vignettes which received the same weighted score are plotted together as a group (/). Horizontal lines 

represent the median weighted score rank given to each of the image-based vignette ranks.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   

 

   

 

Supplementary file 6: Tables illustrating the item-wise breakdown of consensus grades for the 

14 vignettes based on the JAMRIS-TMJ definitions (1). The 14 columns correspond to the 14 

vignettes, ordered by their resulting weighted score-based ranks. The group-averaged weights 

from the DCE are applied to produce the weighted domain scores. Column headers for the ranks 

are combined for vignettes which received the same weighted score.  

  Rank of Vignette Based on Weighted Score 

  2 4 5 6 7 8 9.5 11 12 13.5 

Inflammatory 

Domain Item 

Bone Marrow 

Edema 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 

Bone Marrow 

Enhancement 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 

Effusion 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 

Joint 

Enhancement 
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Synovial 

Thickening 
0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 

 Raw Score 0 0 0 1 2 3 4 6 6 6 6 7 8 8 

 Weighted 

Score (%) 
0 0 0 8 25 40 65 67 76 76 81 84 100 100 

 

  Rank of Vignette Based on Weighted Score 

  1.5 3 4 6 8.5 10.5 12 13.5 

Damage 

Domain 

Item 

Condylar 

Flattening 
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 

Erosions 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 

Disk 

Abnormalities 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 

 Raw Score 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 4 5 5 

 Weighted 

Score (%) 
0 0 17 30 38 38 38 51 51 79 79 87 100 100 
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